Human adenovirus type 8 epidemic keratoconjunctivitis with large corneal epithelial full-layer detachment: an endemic outbreak with uncommon manifestations
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Abstract: Epidemic viral conjunctivitis is a highly contagious disease that is encountered year-round. The causative agents are mainly adenoviruses and enteroviruses. It occurs most commonly upon infection with subgroup D adenoviruses of types 8, 19, or 37. For common corneal involvement of human adenovirus type 8 epidemic keratoconjunctivitis, full-layer epithelial detachment is rarely seen. Herein, we report three cases of epidemic keratoconjunctivitis during an outbreak which manifested as large corneal epithelial full-layer detachment within a few days. The lesions healed without severe sequelae under proper treatment. The unique manifestation of this outbreak may indicate the evolution of human adenovirus type 8.
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Introduction

During a 12-week period (July 31, 2013 to October 27, 2013), more than 100 patients with acute conjunctivitis visited Department of Ophthalmology at the Buddhist Tzu Chi General Hospital, Hualien, Taiwan, and more cases possibly went unreported by the local clinics in Hualien, Taiwan. Twenty cases were sent to the contract virology lab for analysis, of which 16 cases were shown to be adenovirus-positive by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and virus isolation. Of these 16, eight cases were confirmed to be human adenovirus type 8 (HAdV-8) by hexon sequencing, while four among them manifested as large corneal epithelial full-layer detachment. The four patients were surveyed and were found to have family members suffering from conjunctivitis during the outbreak, and were later confirmed to have HAdV-8.

HAdV-8 epidemic keratoconjunctivitis (EKC) commonly involves the cornea,1 however full-layer epithelial detachment is uncommon. Herein, we report three cases of EKC during an endemic outbreak which manifested as large corneal epithelial full-layer detachment within a few days. Although the lesions healed without severe sequelae under adequate treatment, the manifestation of this outbreak may indicate the evolution of HAdV-8.

Case descriptions

Case 1

A healthy 44-year-old male with congested conjunctiva and watery discharge of both eyes accompanied by a burning foreign-body sensation and blurred vision visited...
our clinic. His ocular history was unremarkable, and he had had 20/20 vision before this episode. On examination, his eyelids were found to be erythematous and edematous, the conjunctivae were hyperemic and chemotic, and there were more follicles in the inferior palpebral conjunctivae. Bilateral large tender pre-auricular lymph nodes were palpable.

The patient was then treated empirically for EKC. After 4 days (9 days after the initial symptoms), the cornea of the left eye had a large area of circular epithelial defect with debris coating the surface (Figure 1A). Prednisolone acetate 1% eye drops and artificial tears were prescribed in addition to antibiotics. The next day, the epithelial defect had widened with an overhanging edge (Figure 1B), and the cornea of the right eye started to present with multiple full-layer epithelial defects (Figure 1C), but much smaller in size than the ones in the left eye. Sixteen days after the appearance of the initial symptoms, the defect of the corneas re-epithelialized; however, subepithelial corneal infiltrates were observed in both eyes (Figure 1D).

Case 2
A 15-year-old male presented with watery eyes that caused discomfort after a train trip. Conjunctival injection and follicular reaction were found. There was also an enlarged tender pre-auricular lymph node on the right side.

He was treated empirically for EKC, however full-layer cornea epithelial detachment with a scrolling over-hanging edge appeared in his left eye after 5 days (Figure 2A). Artificial tears and eye drops with dexamethasone were added, and the epithelial defect started to heal rapidly over the next 2 days (Figure 2B).

Case 3
A 5-year-old female presented to our emergency room with pain, tearing, and photophobia in bilateral eyes for 1 week. She had a common cold with cough and sputum a week earlier followed by red eyes and watery discharge. Some of her kindergarten schoolmates also had red eyes during the same period. Severe papillary congestion with patchy subconjunctival hemorrhage (SCH) in the conjunctivae, and an epithelial defect on the cornea of her right eye were found (Figure 3A). Her left eye showed mild papillary congestion with some punctate keratitis.

She was treated with combined antibiotics/steroids and lubricants, and the large epithelial defect started to heal after 3 days (Figure 3B).

Figure 1 Case 1: a 44-year-old male.
Notes: (A) Nine days after the appearance of the initial symptoms. The cornea of the left eye had a large area of circular epithelial defects with an irregular surface. (B) The epithelial defect widened with an overhanging edge on the tenth day. (C) The cornea of the right eye started to present with multiple full-layer epithelial defects, smaller than the ones in the left eye. (D) The previous defect of the cornea re-epithelialized, and subepithelial corneal infiltrates were observed.
Materials and methods

In the above cases, a conjunctival swab, sloughed-off cornea epithelial tissue, and throat swab were collected, in each case. Rapid adenovirus detection was performed by PCR using a primer for the hexon gene, and genotype identification was done using direct sequencing (using a ABI Prism 3730) followed by the BLASTN (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool for Nucleotides) program in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database.\(^2\) HAdV-8 was then identified due to 98% nucleotide identity to the human adenovirus D strain (accession number KF429751). The virus was successfully isolated and confirmed by immunofluorescence assay (Figure 4) using LIGHT DIAGNOSTICS™ Adenovirus Antibody reagent (catalog number 3105; Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA).

Discussion

Epidemic viral conjunctivitis is a highly contagious disease that is encountered year-round. The causative agents are mainly adenoviruses and enteroviruses. EKC occurs most commonly upon infection with subgroup D adenoviruses of type 8, 19, or 37, although the predominant viruses isolated in each endemic outbreak vary by geographic area. In a study by Chang et al,\(^3\) Ad8, Ad19, and Ad37 were the most commonly isolated adenoviruses from 1980 to 1997 in southern Taiwan, and the severity of the host symptoms of SCH and keratitis increased along with the increasing incidence of Ad19 and Ad37 during that time period. Two new human adenovirus types previously mistyped as other adenoviruses that cause EKC were recently identified and named HAdV-53 and HAdV-54.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^6\) Re-determination of virus types between 1990 and 2009 in Japan showed that isolations of HAdV-54 had increased since 1995 and exceeded those of HAdV-8 in 2000–2005.\(^7\) EKC has been reported to be the most common viral disease of the eye and results in significant morbidity, health care costs, and even temporary closure of clinical facilities.\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\) Therefore, high surveillance is mandatory even for general practitioners.

Among patients with EKC, common clinical signs are conjunctival congestion, pseudomembrane formation, edematous lid, and even inflammatory ptosis.\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\) SCH, which

---

**Figure 2** Case 2: A 15-year-old male.
**Notes:** (A) Full-layer cornea epithelial detachment with a scrolling over-hanging edge appeared in the left eye of a 15-year-old male. (B) The epithelial defect started to heal rapidly during the next 2 days.

**Figure 3** Case 3: A 5-year-old female.
**Notes:** (A) Severe papillary congestion with patchy subconjunctival hemorrhage in the conjunctiva and an epithelial defect on the cornea in the right eye of a 5-year-old female. (B) The large epithelial defect started to heal after 3 days.
is a hallmark feature of enterovirus-associated acute hemorrhagic conjunctivitis, started to emerge as a sign of EKC in the 1980s. Occasionally, the intense conjunctival inflammation may lead to permanent symblepharon formation and dry eye. Corneal involvement includes superficial epithelial keratitis, small epithelial punctate that tends to enlarge, and the development of subepithelial infiltrates. The subepithelial corneal infiltrates may persist for 2 years and result in permanent scarring. Chang et al. studied changes in the clinical presentation of EKC eyes over 18 years, and concluded that the presence of SCH, keratitis, and preauricular adenopathy had aggravated over that time period, whereas the severity of conjunctivitis had increased along with Ad8 genotypes Ad8C to Ad8H. In addition, the incidence of symblepharon and subepithelial corneal infiltration decreased significantly. Hence, the evolution of genotypes may correlate with the changes in clinical presentations and new epidemic outbreaks.

Large corneal epithelial defects in human adenovirus infections are rare. Dawson and colleagues reported two HAdV-8 EKC patients with large central corneal erosions with SCH in 1972, both of whom had predisposing ocular conditions including blepharitis and keratitis sicca. Two of our patients presented with SCH during the EKC infection, however neither of them had chronic ocular diseases. Darougar et al. reported in 1983 that among 82 patients with adenovirus keratoconjunctivitis, two had severe epithelial involvement with considerable erosion and were identified as having serotype Ad8 infection.

In our three patients with EKC that manifested as full-layer epithelial detachment, HAdV-8 was rapidly identified as the causative agent by PCR sequencing and further confirmed with virus isolation. With the increasing incidence of this manifestation, large epithelial defects can be considered to be a notable feature of HAdV-8 EKC. Since virus replication and immunological responses in the corneal epithelial cells could have contributed to the profound corneal detachment, further studies are needed to elucidate the underlying mechanism.

The decreased incidence of symblepharon and subepithelial corneal infiltration, along with the reported increased empirical use of steroid eye drops in the treatment of EKC, may also suggest that immunological cascades play a crucial role in the pathogenesis. Given that the HAdV-8 genotype has been constantly evolving over the years, further investigation at the molecular biology level is needed to elucidate whether the clinical presentations result from changes in virulence along with changes in genome sequence.
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